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Abstract: Compressed air is widely used in processing industries and crafts for versatile purposes due to 

its various technological advantages like safe handling, force accuracy, cleanliness, ease of use, 

flexibilities, availability, high operating speed, force, etc. It is largely used in automation, paint spraying, 

shot blasting, Sealing, Packaging pneumatic tooling & conveying, cleaning & polishing, maintenance, 

sanding, mixing, grinding processing and its control, etc depending on the type of industries. General 

duty compressed air and also dry air ( Instrument quality) are directly used for production and also its 

associated unit operations and activities. Therefore, safety of compressor house in respect of fire 

incidents   is mandatory.  

In this paper, a compressor house with the specified dimensions( 70m X20m) has been considered to be 

provided with the fire protection systems with portable fire extinguishers. Compressor house consists  

mainly with compressors, driving motors, diesel engines, cooling water systems, air dryers, air receivers, 

piping, valves, accessories, motor control rooms, control panels, electrical cablings, computer and ups 

rooms, office and store room and other associated premises and all these equipments and premises are 

involved with different kinds of fire hazards. Design, distributions and installations of the fire-

extinguishers have been made generally  in conformity  with the requirement of IS: 2190-2010 and other 

statutory provisions. Locations and installations of the extinguishers have been made in such a way that 

extinguishers can be accessed within a radius of 10m from any point of the floor of the premises. All 

compartments have also been  provided with minimum  four no of extinguishers in each for its 

protections. Extinguishers have been installed near exit and doors  and at a minimum height of 750 mm 

as per the  design standards and ergonomic requirement.  Considering the classes of fire and type of 

hazards and its potentialities, dry chemical powder (DCP) and  Carbon di-oxide ( CO )type fire 

extinguishers along with fire buckets(sand) have been provided  as first-aid devices provided for 

immediate use on fires in its incipiency  and are effective only at the initial stage. Incidents of fire not 

only hamper the production but also cause loss of life and properties and pollute the environment. 

Therefore, fire incidents need to be prevented and incase of incident, the same need to be extinguished 

at its early stage to minimize the losses. 
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Introduction: Portable fire extinguishers are first-aid devices provided for immediate use on fires in its 

incipiency and are effective only at the initial stage. These are the first line of defense and it is of great 

importance that these be immediately accessible and promptly used. It is important that all personnel 

should know about the methods of operations of the fire extinguishers provided in their area of work. It 

is better to get the personnel trained during the time of recharging of extinguishers. The Bureau of 

Indian Standard has classified fires according to the nature of materials on fire (IS: 2190-2010) and the 

type of fire extinguishers are selected accordingly. Water extinguishers extend the direct jet at the base 

of the fire and sweep it across the area of fire and also attack a vertically spreading fire at its lowest point 

and follow it up. Where a liquid in a container is on fire, foam extinguishers directs the jet at the far 

inside edge of the container and also at an adjoining vertical above the level of the burning liquid. This 

breaks the jet and allows the foam to build up and flow across the surface of the liquid. In case of fire 

involving either liquids in containers or spilled liquids, Dry Chemical Powder (DCP) and Carbon di-

oxide extinguishers produce the direct jet or extend the discharge horn towards near the edges of the 

fire and with a rapid sweeping motion, drive the fire towards the far edge until all flames are 

extinguished. On fires in falling liquid, the jet or horn is directed at the base of the flames and sweep 

upwards. On fires in electrical equipment, the first requirement is to turn off the electric current 

followed by directing the jet or horn straight at the fire. In case of fire involving ordinary combustible 

materials like wood, papers, textiles, etc, water type fire extinguishers direct the jet of water on the fire 

as an extinguishing agent and fire is extinguished by cooling action of water. Water when applied on the 

burning materials is converted in to steam which reduced the percentage of  available oxygen. In case of 

soda acid type extinguishers, on breaking the acid phial, the sulphuric acid and sodium bicarbonate 

solution react together to release carbon dioxide. This carbon dioxide gas so generated acts only as a 

propellant and the water extinguish the fire by cooling effect. The selection of fire extinguishers depends 

on the factors like (i) types of fire (ii) type of hazards (iii) ease in handling (iv) methods of operations (v) 

Angle of jet (vi) effective range (vii) shape of jet (viii) other local factors. This paper have included all 

relevant aspects to design, install, testing, care and maintenances,  methods of uses, precautions  of the 

fire extinguishers to protect the fire hazards and risks in industries. 

 

Conditions of Fire Occurrences: Initiations of fire require three parameters in the adequate 

proportions to be satisfied simultaneously. These parameters are (i) Combustible materials/fuel ii) 

Oxygen iii) ignition. combustible materials/fuel are generally  available  in the hazards which when 

combined with other two parameters  at  required proportions /level initiates  fire and it spreads on 

satisfaction of these parameters. Therefore  , satisfaction  of these three parameters in required 

proportions  makes a closed triangle  known as  “ Fire Triangle ” whose three sides represents fuel , 

oxygen and ignition at it’s proportionate level . In case any one or two of these parameters is made 

isolated / absent or made reduced in its minimum required proportioned level, fire- triangle will not be 

completed and hence  fire will either not be initiated  or  be extinguished.  

 

Causes of Fire: Fire- incidents occur/ initiated generally from the following events/activities: 

i) Malfunctioning of electrical distribution equipment and electrical short-circuits. ii) Excessive 

fluctuations in electrical loads iii) Storage of flammable/explosive articles iv) Improper handling/storage 

of fuels/flammable liquid v) Overheating   vi) Lightening/Sparking vii) High rate of air flow/cyclone viii) 

Explosion   ix) Earthquake x) Leakage of combustible-gases (xi) Friction (xii) Other causes associated 

with heating. 
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Classification of Occupancies/Hazards: The fire extinguishing system depends not only on the size of 

the risks, but also on its fire-growth and spread potentialities. The fire hazards / risks are generally 

categorized under the following classes. Classifications of fire have  also been furnished in Table-I.  

Light Hazard Occupancies: Wood industries, Electro Plating works , Pottery works   and Stoneware 

Pipe Manufacturing, Sugar Candy Manufacturing, Clock and Watch Manufacturing ,Condensed Milk 

Factories, Milk Pasteurizing Plant and Dairies, Confectionery Manufacturing,   Clubs , Engineering 

Workshops, Dwellings, Clay  Works, Educational and Research Institutes ,Electric Generating Houses 

(Hydel),Electric sub-Station/Distribution Station ,Electric Lamps (Incandescent & Fluorescent) and TV 

Picture Tube Manufacturing  , Electric sub-Station/Distribution  station   Fruits and Vegetables 

Dehydrating/Drying Factories, Fruit Products and Condiment Factories.etc.  

 

Table I: Classes of Fires and Selection of Appliances Suitable for use on it for Extinguishment. 

 

  

Ordinary Hazard Occupancies: Chemical Manufacturing, Dry Cleaning, Dyeing,  Laundries. Electric 

Generating Stations (other than  Hydel)Grease Manufacturing, Filter and Wax-paper Manufacturing  

Cable Manufacturing, Flour Mills, Compressor house, computer rooms, electronics rooms, cable gallery, 

cable vault, Garment Makers  Printing Press Premises Ghee Factories (other than  Vegetable), 

Pulverizing and Crushing Mills Go downs and Warehouses (others) Plastic Goods  Manufacturing Grain 

and/or  Seeds Disintegrating and/or Crushing Factories. Hat and Toupee  Factories Jute Mills and Jute 

Presses Hosiery, Lace, Embroidery and Thread Mineral Oil Blending and Processing Soaps and Glycerin 

Factories. Manure and  Fertilizer Works.  

 

High Hazard Occupancies (A): Aircraft Hangers, Aluminum/Magnesium Powder Plants. Match 

Factories, Mattress and Pillow Making, Oil Mills ,Oil Extraction Plants, Oil Terminals/Depots Paints and 

Varnish Factories Printing Ink Manufacturing Paper and Cardboard Mills. Distilleries. Duplicating and 

Stencil Paper Manufacturing, Saw Mills. Fire-works Manufacturing Grass, Hay, Fodder and Bhoosa 

Class 

of Fire 

Descriptions Extinguishing medium 

A Fires involving ordinary combustible materials 

like wood, stationeries, textiles, etc  

Water 

B Fires in flammable liquids, oils, solvents, 

petroleum products, varnishes, paints etc 

where a blanketing effect is essential. 

Foam, Carbon dioxide, dry chemical 

powder.. 

C Fires involving  gaseous substances under  

pressure where it is necessary to dilute the 

burning gas at a very fast rate with an inert gas 

or powder( Gasses in the compressed form) 

Carbon Dioxide, Dry chemical 

Powder.  The best way to extinguish 

such fires is by stopping the flow of 

fuel gas to the fire. Container is kept 

cool with water spray. 

D Fires involving  metals like magnesium, 

aluminum, zinc, potassium, etc where burning 

metal is reactive to water and which require 

special extinguishing medium and technique. 

Special Dry Power extinguishers and 

sand buckets. 

E Fires in electrical equipments Chemical extinguishers of Carbon 

dioxide and Dry Powder type and 

sand buckets 
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(chaff) Foamed, Plastics Manufacturing and/or Converting Plants.  Industrial Gas Manufacturing, 

Printing Ink Manufacturing,    Match Factories,  Mattress and Pillow Making,  

(B) Ammonia and Urea synthesis Plants, Explosive Factories, Petrochemical Plants, Refineries.  

 

Types of Premises Suitable for Providing Portable Type Fire-Extinguishers: Portable fire-

extinguishers are first aid -and fire-fighting equipments suitable for early stage of fire. These are highly 

effective if used immediately on noticing the fire and are generally provided in the following premises as 

a part of fire-extinguishing systems. 

(i) Offices (ii) Factory/Workshop  iii) Store/ware house iv) Shop v)  Place of entertainment vi) Library 

(vii) Lobby approach stair cases in building. Viii) Corridors (ix) Agricultural (x) Kitchen (xi) Residential 

areas xii) Conference/meeting rooms (xiii) Vehicle/garage (xiv) Catering (xv) other associated with fire-

risks (xvi) Explosive and flammable cargo. (xvii) Transformer’s room, control rooms/computer 

rooms/Electronics rooms/PLC rooms (xviii) other premises associated with fire hazards. 

 

Statutory Provisions Related To Fire Protection. (i)  All fire-extinguishers shall be designed, 

manufactured, inspected, tested and installed in conformity to the requirements of  relevant 

standards like  BIS/FM/UL( Underwriters Laboratories)and accordingly ISI marking shall be stamped 

over the extinguishers and salient features of which have been furnished in Table-II.  

 

Table II: Type, Design, Capacities and Other Relevant Details of Portable Fire Extinguishers 

 

 

Type of 

Extinguishers 

Suitability of 

classes of fire. 

Design  

Standards 

Capacities 

(Litres Water 

Capacities) 

Life 

time, 

years 

Hydraulic 

Test Pressure 

(Kg/cm2g) 

Soda Acid A IS : 934 9 litres 10 35 

Water Type (Gas 

Cartridge) 

A IS:940 9 litres 10 35 

Water type 

(Stored Press) 

A IS : 6234 9 litres 10 35 

Chemical foam, 

Mechanical foam 

AB IS : 10204 9 litres 10 35 

Dry  Powder (Gas 

cartridge) 

ABC IS:2171 1, 2, 5 and 10 kg 10 35 

Dry  Powder 

(Stored Pressure) 

ABC IS:13849 1,2,4,6,9 kg. 10 35 

Carbon Dioxide BC IS : 2878 2, 3, 4.5 , 6.8kg 15 250 

 

Construction and manufacture of fire extinguishers should conform to the applicable legislation like   

Gas Cylinders Rules,1981. The factories Amendment Act,1987 has made it mandatory on the part of the 

manufacturers of equipment to carry out tests and examinations to ensure safety and health of workers 

when the equipment is properly used.  Each fire-extinguishes shall be allotted a serial number by which 

it shall be referred to in the records. The following details  shall be painted with white paint on the body 

of the fire-extinguishes.  

i) Serial number ii) Date of last refilling iii) Date of last inspection.  

 

Distribution and Installation of Portable Fire-Extinguishers: When selecting sites for hand 

appliances, due consideration shall be given to the nature of the risk to be covered. Appliances shall be 
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placed in conspicuous positions and shall be readily accessible for immediate use in all parts of the 

occupancy. It should always be borne in mind while selecting sites that hand appliances are intended 

only for use on incipient fires and their value may be negligible if  the fire is not extinguished or brought 

under control  in the early stages. Generally, hand appliances shall be placed as near as possible to exits 

or staircase landings. Wherever possible, advantage shall be taken of normal routes of escape by placing 

appliances in positions where they can readily be seen by persons following the natural impulse to get 

out of danger. It is not advisable to place appliances at the ends of rooms remote from exits unless they 

are necessary to cover a particular hazard there. In order to consider number of  extinguishers to be 

installed in a particular occupancy, the unit for such consideration is liters water bucket. The scale of 

provision is one 9 litres. Water Bucket for every 100 sq. mtrs. floor area or part hereof and one 9 litres 

water type extinguisher to be provided to each six buckets. This scale is for the class ‘A’ fire risk. For 

class ‘C’ fire risk, the extinguishers to be  provided will be in addition to class ‘A’ fire risk, or part thereof 

with minimum of one extinguisher and two buckets per compartment of the building. The buckets may 

be dispensed with for occupancies other than cotton Ginning & Pressing factories  provided the 

provision of extinguishers is one-and-a-half times  that indicated above  in case of light hazard 

occupancies and double that indicated above in case of  other occupancies. The distance between the 

two extinguishers should not exceed 15 metres. The extinguishers to be fixed 750 mm above the ground 

level. There should be  easy access to the extinguishers, no material to be stored around extinguishers. 

They are to be  installed near entrance, exist or normal escape routes. Avoid installing the extinguishers 

in the interior of the rooms. Detail recommendations for quantifying and installing of extinguishers 

based on the types of fire and also hazards have been furnished in Table-III. Placement and distributions 

are made generally as  per the provisions of IS:2190:2010 and NFPA 10 ( National Fire Protection 

Associations, USA).It is  recommended that the extinguishers of different type should be of similar 

shape and method of operation be installed for the convenience of the operator. 

 

Routine Maintenance and It’s Management: These are essential for the fire extinguishers to make it 

in operative/useable conditions in all times so that in case of fire, it can be used effectively to extinguish 

the fire. Awareness is also to be developed amongst the people to take all sorts of possible preventive 

measures against fire and its extinguishment to protect the life and properties.  
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Table III: Recommended Distribution and Installation of Portable Fire-Extinguishers 

   

Type of 

Hazards 

Class of Fire - A Class of Fire - B Class of Fire – C 

Light  hazard 

premises(LH) 

One 9 litre water 

extinguisher or ABC 5 

kg/6 kg fire 

extinguisher, for every 

200 m²  of floor area  

with minimum of two 

extinguishers per 

compartment . 

Maximum travel 

distance to extinguishers 

is 15m. 

One 9 litre foam 

extinguisher, 

ABC,5kg/6kgfire 

extinguisher, for every 200 

m²  of floor area with 

minimum of two 

extinguishers per 

compartment.  Maximum 

travel distance to 

extinguishers is 15m.  

One 2/3 kg dry for every 

20 m²  of floor area .  

Maximum travel distance 

to extinguishers is 15m. 

Medium   

hazard  

premises(MH)  

Same as LH, but two 9 

litre water extinguishers 

and ABC type  4 

extinguishers  per 

compartment.  

Maximum travel 

distance  to 

extinguishers is 15m. 

Same as LH, but two 9 litre 

foam extinguishers and ABC 

type  4 extinguishers  per 

compartment.  Maximum 

travel distance to 

extinguishers is 15m. 

One 10 kg dry powder  or 

6.5 kg carbon dioxide 

extinguisher for 100 m²  

of floor area with 

minimum of one per 

compartment; Maximum 

travel  is 15m.   

High  hazard  

premises 

(HH) 

Same as  MH, but   in 

addition to one 50 litre 

water CO2/ 25 kg ABC 

fire extinguisher for 

every 100 m²  of floor 

area or part thereof.  

Provision as per MH, and in 

addition to one 50 litre foam 

extinguisher or 25 kg BC type 

for every 100 m² one l35 litre 

foam extinguisher for every  

300 m2 of floor area. . 

Same as MH subject to a 

minimum of two 

extinguishers of same 

type per room or 

compartment. Maximum 

travel distance to 

extinguishers is 10m. 

 

Special  

hazard  

premises 

 

 

 

 

One 4.5 kg capacity 

carbon dioxide or one 

2/3 kg capacity clean 

agent extinguisher for 

every l00m² of floor area  

with minimum of two 

extinguishers.   

Maximum travel 

distance to extinguishers 

is 10m. 

Note: In case of High Hazard occupancy with Class D 

type fire, one 10 kg dry powder extinguisher with special 

dry powder for metal fires for every 100 m2 of floor area 

with minimum of two extinguishers per compartment.  

Maximum travel distance is 10m. 
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Table-IV:  Design parameters for fire protection systems with portable fire extinguishers for central 

 compressor house of a integrated processing plant [refer Design Drawing; Figure-1]. 

 

Premises  

with 

dimensions[ 

m X m] and 

type of 

hazards.  

Type of materials occupied Classes  

of 

probable 

fire  

Nos. and Types 

and capacities of 

fire extinguishers 

Locations of 

installations 

Compressor 

room. 

[67.5X 20] 

[Moderated 

fire hazards] 

Compressors, electrical 

motors, Diesel engines, Air 

dryers, piping’s, electrical 

cables, control cables, tools, 

tackles, maintenance spares,  

B,C, and 

E 

Carbon dioxide 

type [C]-7 nos. 

Dry chemical 

type:7 nos. 

Fire bucket: 12 

nos.  

Near exit, entry and 

column to ensure the 

accessibilities at a 

convenient manner 

and protecting the 

safety of the operator 

and way to escape 

from the fire affected 

areas safely. 

MCC and 

control 

panel room 

[7.5 X 10] 

[Moderated 

fire hazards]  

Electronics  panel, Air-

conditioners machines, motor 

control panel, computers, 

printers, flow meters, 

recorders, tantalizers, 

instruments, cablings,  

B,C, and 

E 

Carbon dioxide 

type [C]-2 nos. 

Dry chemical 

type:2 nos. 

 

 

Near exit, entry and 

column 

UPS room[6 

X  3] 

[Moderated 

fire hazards] 

Lead-acid and Nickel-

cadmium cell batteries, 

electrical cables. 

B, C and 

E 

Carbon dioxide 

type [C]-2 nos. 

Dry chemical 

type:2 no. 

Near exit, entry and 

column 

Store room 

[12.5 X 6] 

[Light 

hazards] 

Spare parts-metal and non-

metal, rubber type gaskets, 

nuts, bolts, batteries, cables, 

metal parts, electrical parts, 

tools, tackles, diesel, 

lubricants, grease, plugs, old  

computers, printers, etc. 

B, C and 

E 

Carbon dioxide 

type [C]-2 nos. 

Dry chemical 

type:2 no. 

Fire bucket: 2 no. 

Near exit, entry and 

column 

Office 

room[7.5  X 

10] 

[Light 

hazards] 

Wooden chairs, tables, 

computers, ups, printers, pen, 

pencils, stationeries, ordinary 

combustibles materials, etc 

A, E Carbon dioxide 

type [C]-1 no. Dry 

chemical type:1 

no. 

Near exit, entry and 

column 

Note: In case of moderated hazards, 

installations are made in such a way that 

operator does not have to travel more than 10 

m from any point of the floor in case 

Note: In case of light  hazards Installations are made 

in such a way that operator does not have to travel 

more than 15 m from any point of the floor in case 
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Fig. 1: Design and Layout Showing the Locations of Portable Fire Extinguishers in 

Central Compressor House of A Integrated Processing Plant 

 

Specific instruction must be given and exhibited for the correct choice and proper method of operation. 

When all above extinguishers except the carbon dioxide type are actuated by chemical reaction or by 

breaking the seal of a gas cartridge, carbon dioxide gas is generated, which expels the extinguishing 

media. This media will quench the fire, where as carbon dioxide gas does not take part in extinguishing 

the Fire. It acts as an expelling agent. In the case of carbon dioxide gas type fire extinguisher the carbon 

dioxide gas itself acts as an extinguishing agent. The carbon dioxide being gas it is recommended that 

these extinguishers are to be used in confined places. Use of halon type fire extinguishers is to be 

avoided or restricted to minimize the harmful affect (depletion) of halon agent on ozone layer in the 

environment. 

 

Cautions in use of Fire Extinguishers: 

1. In case of fire incidents, the electric power supply and also the diesel engines if running are to be cut 

off for the compressors and also for the entire premises as early as possible. 

2. Water type extinguishers should not be used in case of electrical fires as there is a risk of operator 

getting electrical shock. This should not be used in case of oil fire where the oil may float over water 

and fire may not be put off.  

3. Chemical foam type or mechanical foam type fire extinguishers should not be used in case of    

chemicals reactive to water. 
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4. Dry chemical powder type fire extinguishers, when operated huge clouds of powder  are generated 

and the visibility becomes poor. It is advisable to operate the extinguishers from a safe distance. 

5. There is a frost bite risk in case of carbon dioxide type fire extinguishers if the skin comes in contact 

with the gas and of asphyxia, if used for longer period with breathing apparatus. 

6. In case of failure of extinguisher on actuation, do not  try to repair or open any component, as there 

is a risk of fatal accident. Extinguishers should be kept aside for 24 hours, the pressure built up inside 

will be released through vent holes provided in the face of the union cap assembly. The defects need 

to be rectified by the qualified technician. 

7. While selecting extinguishers, the factors related to health and safety aspects like environment 

limitations, incompatibility extinguishing agent, in addition to factors such as risk to be protected, 

severity potential  are to be considered. 

8. Extinguishers, both upright and inverted type, with different chemicals and methods of operations 

are in use. Installation of different models of extinguishers in the same occupancy can create 

confusion and panic at the fire emergencies. Therefore, standardizing the type of extinguishers to 

eliminate such situations is essential.  

9. Extinguishers should not be exposed to external heat or sunlight that can cause increase in internal 

pressure 

10. In case extinguishers are kept on the floor, these are susceptible to mechanical damage and 

corrosion. To minimize such damages, extinguishers should be mounted on the bracket fixed to the 

wall, column, pillar or masonry plate form at heights as specified by the standards. An ideal locations 

for extinguishers are  near exit and stair landings that can facilitate immediate access.  

 

Conclusion: Most of the processing and manufacturing industries need the compressed air and hence 

need a centralized compressor house and these are associated with fire -hazards which are very difficult 

to be avoided. Modern compressor houses are equipped with  the main compressors, electrical motors, 

diesel engines, air dryers, air receivers, water cooling systems, motor control centre, PLC rooms, control 

panels, computer rooms, store rooms, diesel containers, office rooms, etc which are involved with 

different classes of fires . But, these hazards being the part of the environment need to be protected 

from fire for the benefits of the production, life, properties, normal activities of the society and 

environment. All hazards have been  identified with respect to its flammable characteristics, and 

probabilities of fire-incidents. Accordingly, depending on the site-conditions, portable fire extinguishers 

of suitable types and capacities have been  provided as per the recognized standards. These 

extinguishers are first aid devices provided for immediate use on fire in its incipiency and are effective 

only at that stage. Therefore, locations and fixing of extinguishers have been made in such a way that 

these must be immediately accessible and promptly used to extinguish   the fire at its early stage. It is 

also important that all personnel in and around the fire hazards should be  trained  properly to know at 

least the basic concept of fire, its causes , characteristics and its harmful effect and must also be trained  

to know how to operate the fire extinguishers provided in those area of work . Routine maintenance is 

essential for the fire extinguishers to make it in operative/useable conditions in all times so that in case 

of fire, it can be used effectively to extinguish the fire. Awareness is also to be developed amongst the 

people to take all sorts of possible preventive measures against fire and its extinguishment to protect the 

life and properties.  
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